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DEFENSE-LINK™ Shipboard Data Cables 
 

1. What are some of the uses of this cable? 
DEFENSE-LINK™ Shipboard data cables are designed to withstand rigorous conditions while maintaining signal 
transmission at rates of up to 1 Gb/s. They are suitable for critical and non-critical communications 
throughout the ship as well as instrumentation, video, and surveillance. 
 

2. What are some advantages of installing Comtran’s DEFENSE-LINK™ Shipboard data cables instead of 
commercial data cables? 
Commercial communications cables are not suited for harsh environments.  DEFENSE-LINK™ cables will 
minimize smoke density and toxicity in the event of a fire or combat conditions. These cables have a 
thermoset jacket which is extremely resistant to a variety of fluids including but not limited to salt water, 
marine fuels, lubricants, and aircraft fuels and lubricants. The combination of foil and braided shields provides 
excellent EMI and EMP protection, vital to the operation of a modern US Navy vessel. Since Comtran’s single 
manufacturing facility is set up specifically for data cables, we have a distinct advantage over our competitors 
who offer data cables as a sideline to their power cables. Comtran also utilizes the full development, testing, 
and manufacturing capabilities of the Marmon High Performance and Specialty companies.  
 

3. What type of testing is required in order to be qualified by NAVSEA? 
Both the facility and the product must be audited and tested in order to achieve qualification. Comtran 
Cable’s state of the art manufacturing facility has been approved by DCMA, and our DEFENSE-LINK™ cables 
have been approved by NAVSEA for MIL-DTL-24643/59. The cables undergo extensive tests for smoke and 
toxicity, baseline and aged physical parameters subject to extreme temperatures and fluids, swept frequency 
electrical testing, and weathering. 
 

4. What other cables can Comtran supply to the US Navy? 
Comtran can supply customer specified variants of the MIL-DTL-24643/59. We are currently pursuing 
M24643/61 (stranded shielded Cat5e “patch” cable) used as patch cords or where extra flexibility is needed. 
We are also pursuing the next generation of US Navy data cables, M24643/77 (Cat6A). Comtran can work 
with equipment suppliers to the US Navy for specific data communication cable requirements for their 
equipment. 
 

5. Are there special requirements for termination or routing? 
Comtran’s DEFENSE-LINK™ cables punch down similar to commercial cables. Consideration has to be given if 
the cable is connected directly to a RJ45 shielded plug rather than a jack or patch panel. Comtran can supply 
the manufacturer and model of the RJ45 plugs that work best with our cable. Bend radius is typically 6X that 
of the cable diameter, or approximately 2 inches. Typical pulling lubricants and firestopping compounds are 
not an issue. This is very rugged cable and can resist stress from difficult installations and extreme exposure 
aboard a US Navy vessel. 
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